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said hypothesis. While I understand the results of the experiments, I found this too 
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This is a Lab Report on two experiments to determine “the tendency of perceivers to 

regard immoral behaviors as more informative or diagnostic about an individual’s 

personal traits than moral behaviors.”  This report revisits previous research, follows the 

IMRaD format and provides an unexpected conclusion. The results show that while 

negative bias is prevalent, it is “not as pervasive as sometimes thought to be and that 

character appraisals, once made, are not immutable.” I found it fascinating that we are 

more likely to give the benefit of the doubt to someone that we hold in high esteem but 

far less likely to extend the same benefit to someone we view negatively. A fact that led 

me down another research path regarding how we form initial impressions and how little 

cognitive function is actually used in the formation of character schema. 
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relationships and what is needed to keep the balance. While this article is from 

Psychology Today, Marano is an Author; not a Psychologist. She references a lot of 

research but gives only one specific study and no citations. This article is obviously 

aimed at the general populace and not a reliable source, but it is useful as a starting point. 

It provides me with enough information to find searchable keywords, reliable studies, and 

a rough framework for my report. 
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Connotations(2008). Journal of Research in Personality, Volume 42, Issue 3, p564-576. 

Retrieved 9 29, 2019. This article shatters an illusion we hold, that our satisfaction with 

life is obtained by striving for our ideal self image, which was based on previous research 

that concluded we have two self images, our real selves and our ideal selves. Ogilvie et 

al., posits that our ideal self is too vague and abstract to effectively compare to our real 

self. A more stable and realistic “anchor” for comparison is the undesired self. This 

research is very well done and presented but far from conclusive; it states “two 

investigations are not sufficient to validate our argument.”  What really struck me about 

this paper was the quote “the contents are not pleasant and, for the most part, the field 

of discrepancy research has been reluctant to accept it (or its contents) as a genuine 

portion of reality.” While we readily accept Negative Bias, when it comes to self image 

we are very reluctant to acknowledge our negative aspects, which I feel certainly 

requires further study. 
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Vol. 5 Issue 4, p296-320. Retrieved 9 29, 2019. This article hypothesizes “that there is a 



 

 

general bias, based on both innate predispositions and experience, in animals and 

humans, to give greater weight to negative entities (e.g., events, objects, personal traits).” 

This research is conducted to expand on previous work and sets forth 4 main areas to 

explore: negative potency, greater steepness of negative gradients, negativity dominance, 

and negative differentiation. It gives many examples of all four; points out why they are 

crucial, by design, to keep us from Death, a final and irreversible event, and how they 

impact our daily lives. It is very well researched, with three pages of references, 

presented in a professional and easy to follow format, and provides a compelling 

argument that does not state an emphatic conclusion but rather “There is still some 

taxonomic work to do, and a great deal of analysis.” I found this paper very useful and 

informative; it will be heavily used in my report because it contains such a wide scope of 

research and material. 


